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1. The Problem

The coach of a high school basketball team has statistics on his players on file. He
wants to analyze these statistics to determine his starting lineup. This season, the
coach has 6 players on his roster, but the number of players on the roster varies
from season to season. Here is the file for this season:

First Name, Last Name, Points, Rebounds, Steals, Blocks
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Al Bison 28 17 4 12

Corrina Abrams 15 5 8 10

Pete Wong 30 4 5 9

Ann Wong 38 2 10 5

Jeffrey Maduro 7 15 10 4

James Beastie 28 6 4 15

Although the number and names of players vary from season to season, the format
of the data files remains the same:

(1) The first line is always the same.
(2) The second line is the number of players N on the roaster.
(3) After the second line, the file contains a line that gives, for each player

on the roster, player’s first name, last name, number of points, rebounds,
steals, and blocks, always in that order.

2. Where You Come In

The coach has asked you to write a program that allows him to select the stat file
and

(1) prints the player stats in the order given in the file,
(2) print the player stats in alphabetic order of last name first and first name

second,
(3) prints the player stats in decreasing order of number number of points, and

if players are tied in points, in decreasing order of number of blocks.

Your program should use the following class to represent a player:
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public class BallPlayer

{

public final String firstName;

public final String lastName;

public final int points, rebounds, steals, blocks;

public BallPlayer(String first, String last, int p, int r,

int s, int b)

{

firstName = first;

lastName = last;

points = p; rebounds = r; steals = s; blocks = b;

}

@Override

public String toString()

{

return String.format("%s, %s p:%d r:%d s:%d b:%d" ,

lastName, firstName, points,

rebounds, steals, blocks);

}

}

Natural order for players is alphabetic order of last name first, and then first name
second, so you will have to modify the BallPlayer class accordingly.

3. Additional Program Requirements

You must use a file chooser dialog to allow the user to select the stat file like this:

Additionally, your program must be modular. The BallPlayer class must be in a
file by itself. Also, break up the program into logical tasks and write methods to
perform the smaller logical tasks.
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You must use Netbeans to do the project. When you are done, place a copy of the
Netbeans folder on the K drive. The name of the folder should indicate that this
is Project1.

You must not have debugging code left in the submitted project, and you should
not have commented out code in your project.

Your code must be readable. Use thoughtfully constructed comments that do not
merely repeat what is obvious in the code, and choose your identifiers so they are
self-documenting.

4. Sample Run

Here is a sample run.

You chose to open this file: Basketballstats.txt

Players in File Order:

Bison, Al p:28 r:17 s:4 b:12

Abrams, Corrina p:15 r:5 s:8 b:10

Wong, Pete p:30 r:4 s:5 b:9

Wong, Ann p:38 r:2 s:10 b:5

Maduro, Jeffrey p:7 r:15 s:10 b:4

Beastie, James p:28 r:6 s:4 b:15

Alphabetical Order by Name:

Abrams, Corrina p:15 r:5 s:8 b:10

Beastie, James p:28 r:6 s:4 b:15

Bison, Al p:28 r:17 s:4 b:12

Maduro, Jeffrey p:7 r:15 s:10 b:4

Wong, Ann p:38 r:2 s:10 b:5

Wong, Pete p:30 r:4 s:5 b:9

Ordered by Points, and then by Blocks, highest first:

Wong, Ann p:38 r:2 s:10 b:5

Wong, Pete p:30 r:4 s:5 b:9

Beastie, James p:28 r:6 s:4 b:15

Bison, Al p:28 r:17 s:4 b:12

Abrams, Corrina p:15 r:5 s:8 b:10

Maduro, Jeffrey p:7 r:15 s:10 b:4

Notice though, that your program must work for data sets other than this. For
example, there may be a data set with 12 players on the roster.

5. Due Date

This assignment is due Wednesday of Week 3 at midnight.


